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Abstract— Bartering means giving an item or a service with 

the opposite person and getting another item or a service in 

return with no monetary transactions involved in the process. 

The drawback was that the exchange was restricted to a 

particular area where known people exchange in a way which 

benefits both the parties. Bartering in combination with 

technology can make the exchange of goods possible all over 

the world. Similarly, book exchange is the practice of 

exchanging books between two parties. In general, the 

exchange would be among known group of people, user can 

find out about new books and obtain a new book to read 

without involving monetary transactions. Since the swaps 

occur between two individuals, other’s who are equally in 

need of those books especially students may not be able to 

get a book when needed. Smart Barter System is the solution 

to this problem. N number of users can download the same 

book, audio or video at the same time. The user must upload 

a book, video lecture or an audio lecture to the central 

repository and only  then he can download any one of the 

above respectively as required by the individual within a very 

less time , may be few minutes 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Bartering means exchanging of goods with another person 

without involving money .This system is being used from 

centuries and long before money was invented but the 

drawback was that the exchange was restricted to a particular 

area where in people known to each other would negotiate 

and then exchange goods if both the parties agree. Bartering 

in combination with technology can make the exchange of 

goods possible all over the world. Similarly, book exchange 

is the practice of exchanging books between two parties. 

Since the swaps occur between two individuals, 

other’s who are equally in need of those books especially 

students may not be able to get a book when needed. Smart 

Barter System is the solution to this problem. N number of 

users can download the same book, audio, video or games at 

the same time. Applications like bookmooch, barter.li, seebo, 

switch planet, textbook revolt, neighborrow, swap tree, swap 

it etc are some of the apps exclusively designed for book 

exchange. These applications provide a platform to exchange 

the hard copy of books between the users and also sell a wide 

variety of books ranging from music to modern art books. 

There is no central repository system provided to permit 

multiple downloads for the same book. There is courier 

service involved to facilitate the exchange. There is a lot of 

time and effort involved to get in touch with the owner and 

communicate with them to make the exchange beneficial. 

Smart Barter system website solves the above issue and 

facilitates easy exchange of infotainment without involving 

much effort and time.                          

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Colin C. Williams stated that the barter economy is taking a 

new form in many industrial nations. He also stated that 

goods were exchanged by the available Local Exchange and 

Trading Systems (LETS). All of them are considered to be 

local associations in which the members will list their offers 

for a particular item, and can place a request for goods and 

services in a directory and then exchange them through either 

local currency or exchange the goods with one another. Using 

a United Kingdom case study of Totnes LETS, he also 

presented a preliminary appraisal of their economic, social 

equity and communty-building objectives in the paper 

published. Even though LETS are fulfilling the needs of 

exchange locally, bartering can further be extended to global 

level through effective implementation of the web version of 

bartering system that is accessible to all the users [1]. Hiram 

made little revelation based on information supplied by 

corporation’s that are currently using barter and countertrade 

in the international exchange, he had also examined the 

products traded, the various markets that are involved, and 

the organizational arrangements to handle such transactions. 

Executive opinions have stated that the advantageous because 

of no monetary transactions involved in the barter system [2]. 

Mr.Prathik Sinh Vaghela and Goh Hai Ling that 

online shopping is the process of buying goods and services 

from merchants who sell on the Internet. Since the emergence 

of the World Wide Web, merchants have sought to sell their 

products which may or may not adhere to the quality 

standards to people who surf the Internet by offering low 

prices. Largely customers are buying clothes, books, 

electronics devices and several other accessories. The critical 

barrier in the process of online shopping is that the customers 

have to give their credit card number which might be 

misused. Customers are considering that online shopping is 

more expensive than manual shopping, it also takes more 

time to deliver the products like books especially because of 

lack of availability of specific rare books on time and 

customers are also facing many other problems while making 

online purchases. It also proven many times that there is no 

significant solution to the consumer’s risk and the attitude of 

responders is not satisfactory [3] [4]. 

Association for the Advancement of Computing in 

Education (AACE), Chesapeake has stated that e-learning 

has grown and has become one of the important applications 

of information and communication technology all over the 

world. Because of the growing importance of e-learning and 

it’s development in most of the communities and also to keep 

pace with global developments in the fields of learning and 

teaching, it’s mandatory in becoming familiar with this area 

of e-learning and its implementation. The constant 

improvement in the growth in publishing electronic Learning 

in this period of time has apparently coincided with the 

gradual improvement in the development of electronic 
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learning. But, in some countries like Iran it is witnessed that 

there is a slow growth in production in the e-learning area [5]. 

In order to increase the impact of e-learning it is necessary to 

improve the quality of content presentation and ease the 

access to the content through user friendly interfaces that 

actually attract more number of users.  

The combination of bartering technique and e-

learning is the motivation for the concept of smart barter 

system. The application is developed with a core idea to 

facilitate e-exchange e-books, audios, videos and games. The 

exchange of services idea is collaborated with learning 

facilitation for multiple users with improved application 

interface that provides ease of search facilities for academic 

books to the students belonging to various courses and 

semesters by categorizing the books in a user required format. 

Manav Singhal describes a method for 

implementation of Two Factor Authentication. The method 

stated previously is formulated based on Time Synchronous 

Authentication which uses the combination of RFC1321 

MD5 Message Digest Algorithm of Epoch Time, Personal 

Identity Number (PIN) and Init- Secret. The password 

generated would be One Time Password (OTP) which would 

be valid for only sixty seconds, which later expires after 60 

seconds and the user can not login by using that OTP. The 

author has made an attempt to implement Two Factor 

Authentication scheme using Software Tokens so that the 

user can confirm his identity through some other devices like 

handsets [6]. 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is 

considered to be an Internet standard for electronic mail 

transmission that is in wide use now- a-days. Although 

electronic mail servers and other mail transfer agents use 

SMTP for sending and receiving mails, user-level client mail 

applications unexceptionally and mandatorily use SMTP 

only for sending messages to a mail server in order to 

facilitate broadcasting. To facilitate the retrieval of messages, 

client applications classically use Post office protocol3 [7]. 

 
Fig. 1: SMTP protocol working. 

Mioc states that there is a continuous increasing of 

the networks interconnections which generates a growing 

necessity to keep the information secure from the 

eavesdroppers and intermediated attacks and also from the 

hackers. [8] It becomes necessary that user should be 

authenticated before permitting him to access the content or 

modify the content, which can be solved by the two phase 

authentication method followed in the SBS application. 

The OTP generation technique is combined with 

SMTP protocol implementation to send OTP’s to the user’s 

mail in order to authenticate the user before each upload or 

download to secure the central repository from false user and 

being filled with illegitimate content or being subjected to be 

overwhelmed, which restricts legitimate users to upload 

useful contents and also prevents the application from 

slowing down due to illegitimate processing and 

overwhelming. 

Kavindra singh states that due to the day by day 

development of internet technologies, digital media has 

become very helpful to transmit their message from one place 

to another in just few seconds, which is very helpful to the 

users because they can save their precious time. In this 

proposed research paper we are introducing an idea where 

people can exchange their ideology each other in a secret chat 

based on the keyword of interest on which both the users 

agree. Suppose you are solving some mathematical problem, 

may be based on integration and differentiation, at the same 

time there is nobody to help and suddenly you may be 

confused or stuck when you are solving problem, you can use 

this secret chat app and take the help of other users in the 

community to solve the problem. [5] 

The chat application developed and embedded 

within the smart barter system application is similar to the 

kind of application stated by Kavindra singh. The application 

is enhanced by incorporating the privacy and acceptance 

features, wherein any user can’t directly chat with the other 

people in the community. The user has to initially send a chat 

request to the people he is interested to chat with and later on 

when people approve the request, he can chat and also he can 

either share ideologies on various curriculums or take help of 

the other people in the community in academic subjects. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The book exchange applications like bookmooch, sawpit, 

seebo, swap tree, neighborrow, textbook revolt etc enable 

thier users to present a list of books they own and also allow 

them to put a wish list of books they would like to read and 

thus facilitates a barter system amongst its users by 

registering online. Apart from this, the websites also sell new 

books on a wide variety of subjects ranging from science to 

fiction, mathematics to story books, computers to novels and 

so on. These websites provide book exchange program that 

helps its users to get books at affordable price. This strategy 

takes the simple book exchange practice within friends to a 

much larger platform such that large number of people can 

benefit through it. The users discover their book of interest, 

find the owner and then chat with them with the help of 

messenger to negotiate and make the exchange possible. The 

users can exchange in one of the two ways, either exchange 

of book with money or mutual exchange of books that they 

wish to have in return of the book they give. This kind of 

system involves owner giving away the original copy of the 

book to the customer. These sites bring a billion books back 

into circulation which otherwise just fill your book shelves. 

Security and privacy features are implemented in a 

moderate way in these websites. These websites never share 

the customer’s actual location with others. Only the user’s 

profile picture, name and some basic information about him 

is shared with others. 

The following are some of the limitations of the 

existing system: 

 The users should either meet at a public place to 

exchange books or a courier service is involved to 
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transport the book they need. There is no option to 

upload the book he has in the central repository and get 

any other book he wants from the repository within no 

time. 

 The privacy issue is moderately addressed. Here, any 

user can view the profile picture of every other user 

because there is no request and then view on approval 

procedure involved. 

 There is no additional and enhanced authentication 

feature like “one time password” involved except login 

credentials to ensure that the member logged in actually 

belongs to the community and is not posting any spam. 

 Lot of effort is involved to get a book. If both the users 

live in the same place then they will prefer to meet rather 

than involving postal service. The owner and customer 

should decide the time and place to meet and negotiate 

the exchange mode and price before the deal could 

happen successfully. 

 Waiting time period to get the buyer may never end. 

Once the owner posts the ISBN of the book that he 

wishes to sell or exchange, he should wait until anybody 

is interested to buy the item he has posted.  

 Chat restriction is not imposed. Chat request from the 

customer to the owner is not enforced in order to ensure 

that the owner is interested to chat and negotiate the 

deals. If the owner is interested in communicating, then 

he can accept the request and continue the chat. This is 

required because in some cases the owner’s inbox may 

be over flooded with numerous messages and deals in 

which he is not interested. 

 Involves exchange of books and CD’s manually only. 

The direct online exchange of the     e-books with a 

central repository of the web community is not 

facilitated. 

 Only one to one exchange is facilitated.  Many students 

may require the same book but they stay geographically 

away from each other. If one of them gets a book, others 

may not be able to get those rarely available books. There 

is no one to many exchange facility. 

 Exchange is limited to the residents of that country only 

in which the web site is designed. There is no globalized 

exchange. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Smart E-barter System sets a larger platform and makes it 

open to many more people thus, bringing in a lots of wide 

variety of books. . N number of users will have the advantage 

of downloading the same book, audio, video or games at the 

same time. The user should first upload a book, video lecture 

or an audio lecture to the central repository and then he will 

be able to download any one of the item from the central store 

as required by the individual within a very less time , may be 

few minutes. The main aim of the website is to aid students 

to get rarely available or costly academic books at a cost of 

used book without involving money, at one place. In the point 

of view of other users like home makers, kids on their 

holidays, businessmen, people who are interested in 

exploring games and so on, taking the infotainment factor 

into consideration, the site also provides exchange of novels, 

comics, journals, news papers, mind tasking games and 

interesting quiz and puzzle patterns. This entertainment 

quotient is added to the site to attract wide range of avid users. 

There is chat application integrated in the website to help 

students to exchange written notes, to help each other in 

solving complicated problems, to share ideas and explore 

new projects; businessmen can increase their contacts and 

thereby improve their business; home makers can share their 

cooking recipes, ideas to sell homemade articles, decorate 

their homes in a better way and so on. Privacy issue is 

addressed at a pretty good level by hiding the personal 

information of the users until he permits the opposite person 

to view it. Authentication and authorization are implemented 

through secured login procedures and OTP generation for 

each session. 

The architectural representation of Smart E-Barter 

System is shown in the figure 4.1: 

 
Fig. 2: System architecture of Smart Barter System 

architecture 

A. Login/register:  

Admin can login by entering the valid unique credentials that 

is allotted to him. Admin can add and edit various categories 

of books and also the sub categories of the categories stated. 

He can also add courses and departments related to the 

particular course. Admin can edit and view courses, 

departments and categories to keep the portal up to date with 

newest courses and categories.  User has to register himself 

before he can get benefited with the community. Once the 

user is registered, he can login to upload, download the 

infotainment patterns he wants to. User can also chat with 

other users to share beneficial ideas and can also perform one 

to one exchange with the specific opposite user. 

B. Add/edit categories/course/departments:  

Admin can login with the valid credentials and add various 

categories and sub categories of books like magazine, journal, 

business, scientific books, novel etc. He can add various 

courses like B.E, M.E, B.sc, M.sc, B.com, M.com, MBA etc 

and various departments related to the above courses, which 

makes it easier for the user to search the desired category of 

books. The admin can also view the user details. He can edit 

the categories, departments, courses as needed to keep the 

portal updated with newest available course related books. 

C. Upload/download a file:  

Once the user is registered, he can login and he can search the 

availability of book, audio, video, games that he desires and 

if it’s available in the central repository, he can upload the 

infotainment pattern he has and can download the one he 

wants from the repository.  
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D. View categories/course/departments:  

Admin and user can view the courses, departments, 

categories and sub categories. Admin views the above to 

monitor if the above categories are being used and beneficial 

to the users, else admin makes the required changes and 

meets the current requirements and trends of the user. 

E. View user details:  

Admin can view all the user details and doesn’t require any 

user permission or acceptance explicitly in doing so. The user 

can view only the basic details of the other people in the 

community. If he wants to view the additional details like 

email_id, address, phone number, profile picture etc, he has 

to explicitly send one to one request to that particular person. 

If the opposite person accepts the request and permits him, 

only then he can view the additional user details of the 

opposite user. 

F. OTP generation:  

In order to avoid domain hacking, overwhelming of data into 

the repository which reduces the performance of the 

application server, an OTP is generated and sent to the user, 

which the user needs to enter if he wants to upload or 

download an item into the repository. In this way the 

repository is secured from illegitimate data, spam, various 

kinds of security breaches can be cut through and minimized 

easily. 

G. Authenticate OTP:  

Each time the user wants to upload or download data from 

the repository, the user has to enter the OTP sent the mail 

address. This OTP entered is then authenticated by the 

application server by comparing it with OTP sent to the mail. 

If both of them match, then it’s considered valid and the user 

can perform the desired action. 

H. Chat:  

User can send a chat request to the other people of the 

community. Once they accept the request and notify it, the 

user can chat. Users can exchange multiple infotainment 

patterns, beneficial ideas and students can exchange hand 

written notes. One to one exchange is formulated by this chat 

facility, which in turn facilitates to exchange rare 

infotainment patterns which can’t be categorized in the 

repository like scientific diagrams, unapproved journals, 

innovative charts to educate kids, musical style rhymes, 

cooking recipes and new initiatives related to business etc.  

The features of SBS which will overcome the 

drawbacks of the existing system are listed below: 

 SBS is an online community for likeminded people, 

where people can benefit from each other’s knowledge 

and resources. 

 Application allows you to share books, which connects 

you with large number of people in the community. SBS 

is for free e-books, as well as good old paperback books. 

 Application is enhanced with user privacy and 

confidentiality measures. User’s profile can’t be viewed 

by other people in the community until he permits. 

 One-one exchange to facilitate the ideology exchange 

and broadcast message facility to post a request for 

infotainment patterns is formulated, to ease the user. 

 There are no monetary transactions involved in the 

process of exchange. Only the infotainment patterns are 

exchanged electronically. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In general, there are many web communities, but only a few 

web communities are providing resource sharing facilities. In 

addition to that, there are lot of 3rd party file sharing 

consortiums are involved. Ex: Dropbox, fileShare etc. Hence, 

this raises the difficulty level to download files. Firstly, it 

requires the user to communicate; secondly, only few 

consortiums provide file sharing facility, no confidentiality 

and the file may not be legitimate. SBS makes it easier for the 

user to share files and communicate with other users in the 

community. Icing on the cake is the fact that all these are 

confidential, user identity is secured, privacy measures are 

enforced and free to use. This becomes a platform for 

likeminded people, who wish share their ideology and help 

each other in gaining knowledge. 
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